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Abstract 39 

Meta-analysis of voxel-based morphometry dyslexia studies and direct analysis of 293 reading 40 

disability and control cases from 6 different research sites were performed to characterize 41 

defining gray matter features of reading disability. These analyses demonstrated consistently 42 

lower gray matter volume in left posterior superior temporal sulcus / middle temporal gyrus 43 

regions and left orbitofrontal gyrus / pars orbitalis regions. Gray matter volume within both of 44 

these regions significantly predicted individual variation in reading comprehension after 45 

correcting for multiple comparisons.  These regional gray matter differences were observed 46 

across published studies and in the multi-site dataset after controlling for potential age and 47 

gender effects, and despite increased anatomical variance in the reading disability group, but 48 

were not significant after controlling for total gray matter volume.  Thus, the orbitofrontal and 49 

posterior superior temporal sulcus gray matter findings are relatively reliable effects that appear 50 

to be dependent on cases with low total gray matter volume.  The results are considered in the 51 

context of genetics studies linking orbitofrontal and superior temporal sulcus regions to alleles 52 

that confer risk for reading disability.  53 

 54 
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Significance 63 

Developmental reading disability limits educational, social, and professional achievement for 64 

approximately 5-15 % of the U.S. population. The neuroanatomical bases for reading disability 65 

have been unclear, in part because of the heterogeneous nature of this complex disorder. A 66 

combined meta-analysis and direct data analysis of a large multi-site dataset revealed consistent 67 

left orbitofrontal and left superior temporal sulcus gray matter volume effects in reading 68 

disability compared to control cases that rise above the considerable behavioral and anatomical 69 

variance in reading disability samples. Importantly, these gray matter predictors of reading 70 

disability have been significantly associated with genetic markers that confer risk for reading 71 

disability. Thus, the results demonstrate brain regions that are consistently affected in the 72 

heterogeneous reading disability population. 73 

 74 
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                       Introduction 87 

Reading disability affects at least 5-15% of the U.S. population (Shaywitz et al., 1990; 88 

Katusic et al., 2001; Yoshimasu et al., 2010) for which there are varied patterns of oral and 89 

written language problems (Archibald et al., 2013; McArthur et al., 2013; Torppa et al., 2007). 90 

There has been progress towards understanding the neuroanatomical bases for reading disability 91 

(Richlan et al. 2013; Vandermosten et al., 2012), but small sample sizes and uncontrolled 92 

demographic factors limit interpretation of findings from these studies. Meta-analysis and direct 93 

analysis of large multi-site datasets can help to move beyond these limitations to advance our 94 

understanding of reading disability.  95 

Meta-analyses of findings from voxel-based gray matter studies of reading disability 96 

(Linkersdörfer et al., 2012; Richlan et al., 2013) suggest that people with reading disability 97 

exhibit lower gray matter volume at the posterior end of the Sylvian fissure, the fusiform gyrus, 98 

and cerebellar regions where gross volumetric and / or atypical asymmetry effects have also been 99 

observed (Leonard et al., 2001; Rae et al., 2002; Fernandez et al., 2013).  Each of these brain 100 

regions has been linked to reading and / or reading disability in functional imaging studies 101 

(Maisog et al., 2008; Paulesu et al., 2014) and are targets for understanding reading disability.   102 

One limitation of the meta-analysis approach is that group effects can be dependent on 103 

particular characteristics of the samples or experimental design of each study.  This is important 104 

because voxel-based gray matter findings in dyslexia studies appear to be affected by 105 

demographic variables such as gender (Evans et al., 2014; Altarelli et al., 2013, 2014). In 106 

addition, gray matter measures normally covary with gender and age (Barnea-Goraly et al., 2005; 107 

Wilke, Krageloh-Mann and Holland, 2007; Witte et al., 2010). These demographic influences on 108 

brain morphology may contribute to inconsistent results across studies with varying age and 109 

gender distributions (e.g, Eckert et al., 2005; Tamboer et al., 2015), particularly when small 110 
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sample sizes are studied (N = 8 - 46, median = 13 Brown et al., 2001; Brambati et al., 2004; 111 

Eckert et al., 2005; Silani et al., 2005; Vinckenbosch et al., 2005; Hoeft et al., 2007; Kronbichler 112 

et al., 2008; Menghini et al., 2008; Steinbrink et al., 2008; Raschle et al., 2011; Jednoróg et al., 113 

2013; Krafnick et al., 2014; Tamboer et al., 2015) for a disorder that is anatomically 114 

heterogeneous (Leonard et al., 2001).  115 

Integrating existing data across research sites can address the challenges noted above by 116 

increasing statistical power, but can be limited when investigators use different recruitment 117 

strategies. Children with dyslexia are typically included in studies if they exhibit impaired 118 

phonological processing based on pseudoword decoding and real word reading measures 119 

(Fletcher, 2009). Impairments in these core reading skills are also likely in children with specific 120 

language impairment or oral and written language learning disability (OWL LD) who exhibit 121 

problems in listening comprehension, reading comprehension, oral expression, and / or written 122 

expression (Silliman and Berninger, 2011). Distinguishing behavioral features of OWL LD are 123 

not always measured (Pennington and Bishop, 2009) and this increases the likelihood that 124 

reading disability samples include children with OWL LD and dyslexia, especially when 125 

participants are recruited from clinical settings (Catts et al., 2005).  126 

Children with OWL LD often have below average Verbal Comprehension, (Silliman and 127 

Berninger, 2011) and low brain volume (Specific Language Impairment: Girbau-Massana et al., 128 

2014; Leonard et al., 2006). Low brain volume in children with low Verbal Comprehension 129 

appears be expressed before children learn to read and differentiates children with and without 130 

receptive language impairment within a reading disability sample (Kibby et al., 2102).  In 131 

addition, there is evidence of below average head circumference at birth in children with Specific 132 

Language Impairment compared to controls (Whitehouse et al., 2012) and a positive association 133 

between infant variation in brain size and childhood intelligence (Gale et al., 2006).  Together, 134 
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these findings suggest that Verbal Comprehension and brain volume can be used to characterize 135 

evidence for OWL LD in reading disability samples.  136 

The current multi-site study included data from research sites where Verbal 137 

Comprehension was measured so that the impact of Verbal Comprehension and brain volume on 138 

reading disability group differences could be examined. We addressed this and the other 139 

methodological concerns noted above to test the hypothesis that brain regions supporting reading 140 

are atypical in children with reading disability (Richlan, 2012).  An integrated meta-analytic and 141 

direct voxel-based analysis of multi-site data provided increased statistical power with the goal 142 

of establishing reliable predictors of reading disability that are targets for understanding the 143 

etiologies and treatment of reading disability.  144 

 145 

Materials and Methods 146 

Voxel-based Meta-analysis 147 

A Signed Differential Mapping (SDM v4.13; Radua et al., 2012) meta-analysis was 148 

performed to identify consistent voxel-based gray matter effects across reading disability studies 149 

(Table 1). This analysis included 58 peak coordinates that were weighted by the statistical 150 

thresholds used to identify the reported effects from comparisons of 218 control and 244 dyslexia 151 

cases across eleven publications (Brown et al., 2001; Brambati et al., 2004; Eckert et al., 2005; 152 

Silani et al., 2005; Vinckenbosch et al., 2005; Kronbichler et al., 2008; Menghini et al., 2008; 153 

Steinbrink et al., 2008; Raschle et al., 2011; Jednoróg et al., 2013; Tamboer et al., 2015). These 154 

manuscripts were identified based on PubMed searches for dyslexia and reading disability voxel-155 

based gray matter studies published through the end of April 2015 and included a study of 5-6 156 

year old children who were and were not at risk for dyslexia (Raschle et al., 2011). Studies 157 

involving cases with impaired learning of a logographic written language system were excluded. 158 
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Studies by Hoeft et al., (2007) and Krafnick et al. (2014) were also excluded from the meta-159 

analysis because the principal investigator from these studies contributed data to this project.  160 

Excluding these 2 studies from the meta-analysis ensured that the meta- and direct data analyses 161 

described below were performed with completely independent datasets.   162 

SDM was used because the method incorporates the effect sizes from studies in the meta-163 

analysis. The statistical thresholds, determined based on the reported statistics in each study, 164 

ranged from p < 0.05 to p < 0.00004 (uncorrected) for the result with the smallest effect size 165 

reported in each study. Conversion between reported t-scores, p values, and Z scores was 166 

performed using the SDM “Statistics converter” functions (http://www.sdmproject.com/utilities) 167 

for all studies except one (Steinbrink et al., 2008) that used an FDR corrected threshold and did 168 

not report group difference statistics. We assumed a large effect size for this study (p < 0.0001) 169 

given the relatively small sample size (n = 16) and significant effects for the FDR p < 0.05 170 

threshold.  171 

The meta-analysis included 500 permutations and a default 20 mm isotropic kernel 172 

parameter. These methods are consistent with those used by Richlan et al. (2013), who used a p < 173 

0.005 uncorrected statistical threshold for defining consistently significant effects across studies. 174 

The results below are presented with p < 0.005 and p < 0.001 uncorrected thresholds, with the p 175 

< 0.001 threshold used to define regions of interest (ROI) for the direct analysis of the multi-site 176 

sample data.  177 

 178 

 179 

 180 

 181 

 182 
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Table 1. Summary information for manuscripts included in the meta-analysis. 183 

First Author 

 Control 
Sample 

Size 

Dyslexic 
Sample 

Size 

Coordinate 
Space 

Mean Age 
Dyslexia 

Cases 

Gender 
Ratio M/F 

Statistical 
Significance 

 

Brambati et al., 2004  11 10 Talairach 31.6 47 0.006 
Brown et al., 2001  14 16 Talairach 24.5 30 0.05 
Eckert et al., 2005  13 13 MNI 11.4 100 0.001 
Jednoróg et al., 2013  35 46 MNI 10.3 48 0.00004 
Kronbichler et al., 2008  15 13 MNI 15.9 100 0.004 

Menghini et al., 2008 
 

10 10 MNI 40.7 10 ^0.005 
Raschle et al., 2010  10 10 MNI 5.9 50 0.0002 
Silani et al., 2005  32 32 Talairach ~24.4 100 0.009 
Steinbrink et al., 2008  8 8 MNI 20.1 75 ^0.05 FDR 
Tamboer et al., 2015  37 57 MNI 20.6 7 ^0.05 
Vinckenbosch et al., 2005  14 10 Talairach 17-30 100 0.0006 

Thresholds are reported as uncorrected thresholds based on the reported t or Z scores, except for ^ three studies for which only 184 
the statistical threshold was reported. Ages were rounded or ~ estimated from the mean age of multiple groups or reported as a 185 
range if mean ages were not provided. 186 
 187 
 188 

 189 

 190 

 191 
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Table 2. Control and reading disability behavioral summaries (mean and sd) before (n=293) and after (n=255) discriminant 192 

function selection of cases. 193 

Site Control Reading Disability 

(n=Control/RD) 

(n=129/164) 

 

VC WID WA PC Age VC WID WA PC Age 

1 (n=36/45) 107.81 (14.19) 105.56 (11.89) 105.61 (10.26) 101.74 (10.26) 10.11 (1.38) 91.40 (14.33) 82.31 (10.22) 87.18 (8.41) 84.73 (12.35) 9.91 (1.65) 

2 (n=34/28) †ꜟ 105.86 (4.03) 110.85 (10.18) 110.24 (11.37) 112.94 (8.65) 12.51 (3.06) 106.01 (4.04) 81.93 (7.58) 87.79 (7.58) 87.11 (11.24) 14.27 (1.68) 

3 (n=15/15) ^ 117.40 (14.97) 117.07 (17.44) 115.60 (15.98) 109.93 (9.39) 9.33 (2.02) 96.75 (8.55) 84.13 (7.51) 86.60 (7.69) 82.53 (9.57) 9.27 (2.02) 

4 (n=10/16)  121.09 (16.41) 106.80 (17.71) 118.10 (15.24) 111.10 (14.36) 11.93 (1.89) 102.20 (13.73) 82.44 (8.86) 88.13 (8.07) 84.66 (9.47) 9.99 (1.87) 

5 (n=19/39) ꜟ 115.84 (14.07) 115.47 (14.16) 112.42 (12.38) 107.63 (13.59) 9.37 (2.66) 107.73 (11.07) 77.44 (9.56) 89.03 (10.11) 76.87 (15.89) 10.10 (1.67) 

6 (n=15/21)‡ 117.66 (12.75) 114.80 (7.51) 112.93 (9.10) 94.06 (4.09) 10.71 (3.42) 106.85 (13.43) 95.19 (11.51) 98.90 (9.57) 93.94 (3.82) 10.82 (3.49) 

All Cases 111.77 (13.39) 110.92 (13.18) 110.82 (12.34) 106.35 (11.76) 10.75 (2.73) 101.30 (13.39) 82.91 (10.69) 89.26 (9.44) 84.24 (12.88) 10.77 (2.59) 

                                          Discriminant Function Analysis Selected Groups 

(n=Control/RD) 

(n=105/150) 

 

VC WID WA PC Age VC WID WA PC Age 

1 (n=23/43) 113.30 (11.24) 112.83 (7.89) 111.04 (8.06) 106.38 (9.28) 10.15 (1.38) 89.56 (11.71) 81.58 (9.85) 86.63 (8.19) 83.16 (10.14) 9.90 (1.65) 

2 (n=32/26) † 105.94 (3.98) 111.94 (9.46) 111.16 (11.06) 113.09 (9.00) 12.52 (3.12) 105.88 (4.03) 80.96 (6.90) 86.96 (7.11) 86.50 (11.40) 14.19 (1.71) 

3 (n=14/15) ^ 118.43 (14.97) 118.93 (16.48) 117.64 (14.40) 111.36 (7.89) 9.38 (2.09) 96.75 (8.55) 84.13 (7.51) 86.60 (7.69) 82.53 (9.57) 9.27 (2.02) 

4 (n=7/16)  123.27 (19.04) 115.57 (10.95) 121.57 (15.14) 117.86 (8.92) 11.54 (2.04) 102.20 (13.73) 82.44 (8.86) 88.13 (8.07) 84.66 (9.47) 9.99 (1.87) 

5 (n=15/39)  117.13 (14.10) 120.20 (11.94) 116.27 (10.93) 111.63 (12.25) 9.46 (3.00) 107.73 (11.07) 77.44 (9.56) 89.03 (10.11) 76.87 (15.89) 10.10 (1.67) 

6 (n=14/11)‡ 118.51 (12.75) 115.86 (6.54) 113.93 (8.55) 94.10 (4.06) 10.64 (3.54) 107.81 (16.61) 85.91 (6.36) 92.55 (7.50) 94.18 (3.66) 9.98 (3.68) 

Selected Cases 113.65 (12.66) 115.01 (10.74) 113.79 (11.19) 108.97 (10.97) 10.83 (2.90) 100.52 (13.27) 81.06 (9.00) 87.90 (8.49) 83.01 (12.46) 10.65 (2.51) 

RD Reading Disability; VC Verbal Comprehension; WID Word Identification; WA Word Attack; PC Passage Comprehension.  † This site had complete Verbal Comprehension missingness. Younger controls were recruited to have 194 
reading level matches for the reading impaired cases and this produced a group difference in age (p < 0.05) that remained significant after discriminant function assignment of cases to reading groups.  ^ Gender was missing for 1 195 
case; ‡ This site had complete Passage Comprehension missingness. The meta-analysis results were not substantively different when excluding the effects from these sites.  Significant group differences were observed for all 196 
variables between reading disability and control groups (p < 0.001), with the exception of age (ns). There were no significant differences in the distribution of gender within sites or across the multi-site sample before or after 197 
discriminant function analysis selection of cases.  The standardized scores are age-normed values.198 
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Multi-site Samples for Gray Matter Analyses 199 

Data from six neuroimaging studies designed to examine reading disability and control 200 

group differences in brain structure and / or function were collected as part of a larger study on 201 

developing methods for multi-site studies. Identification of the reading disability cases across 202 

contributing sites included recruitment from clinical settings, schools specializing in dyslexia 203 

remediation, and the local community. Institutional Review Board approval was obtained to 204 

receive each de-identified dataset at the Medical University of South Carolina and approval for 205 

sharing de-identified data was obtained at the institution of each contributing site. The research 206 

presented here was carried out in accordance with the provisions of the Declaration of Helsinki. 207 

Summary statistics for demographic and reading performance information with and across 208 

research sites are presented in Table 1.  209 

Multi-site Behavioral Assessment 210 

 Children in each sample were administered real word identification (Letter-Word 211 

Identification), pseudoword decoding (Word Attack), and reading comprehension (Passage 212 

Comprehension cloze task) subtests from the Woodcock-Johnson IIIR (WJIII; 3 sites; Woodcock 213 

et al., 2001) and Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests (WRMT; 3 sites; Woodcock, 1987). Verbal 214 

Comprehension was assessed using the Wechsler Intelligence Scales for Children (WISC; 1 site; 215 

Wechsler, 2004) and the Wechsler Abbreviated Scales of Intelligence (WASI; 2 sites; Wechsler, 216 

1999). The WISC Vocabulary subtest was administered at five sites. The WISC Similarities 217 

subtest was administered at four sites. The WISC Information and Comprehension subtests were 218 

administered at two sites. Finally, the Verbal Comprehension score was obtained at one site from 219 

an off-site neuropsychologist who referred the children to the study but did not provide subtest 220 

scores subtest scores like Information, Vocabulary, Similarities, and Comprehension that 221 

contribute to the overall Verbal Comprehension Factor or Index Score.  222 
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There were differences in mean performance between sites for the standardized 223 

behavioral scores that appear to reflect site differences (Table 2), rather than test version. For 224 

example, Word Identification performance was significantly different between reading disability 225 

groups from two sites where the WJ-III was administered (t(63) = 4.67, p < 0.001). The pattern 226 

and severity of impaired reading skills therefore appeared to differ across sites. There was, 227 

however, consistently lower real word reading scores than pseudoword reading among reading 228 

disability cases across sites (t(160) = -10.36, p < 0.001). This difference in real word relative to 229 

pseudoword reading impairments may indicate the presence of children with OWL LD in the 230 

samples (e.g., Berninger, 2008; Table 2 in Berninger and May, 2011) and motivated the analyses 231 

designed to control for potential OWL LD effects. 232 

Multi-site Structural Imaging Data 233 

 Table 3 presents the acquisition parameters that were used to collect T1-weighted images 234 

for 306 cases across the six sites. The VBM8 Toolbox image covariance function 235 

(http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm/download) and visual inspection were used to identify and 236 

exclude 13 cases with poor image quality, resulting in 293 cases for analysis. Each of the images 237 

was rigidly transformed into anterior commissure-posterior commissure alignment. The images 238 

were then bias-field corrected using SPM8 and denoised using a non-local means filter that 239 

estimated and removed Rician noise in the images (Manjon et al., 2010). Probabilities for gray 240 

matter, white matter, and CSF in each voxel were estimated using the SPM8 New Segment 241 

algorithm. The gray matter probability images were spatially transformed into a study-specific 242 

normalized space using a diffeomorphic normalization procedure (SPM, DARTEL default 243 

settings; Ashburner, 2007). Each image was modulated to adjust for volumetric change during 244 

normalization and smoothed with an 8 mm Gaussian kernel. The normalized, modulated,  245 

 246 
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Table 3. T1-weighted image parameters from the 6 study sites. 247 

Site Manufacturer Field 

Strength 

(T) 

Image 

Dimensions 

(mm) 

Slice 

Thickness 

(mm) 

TR 

 

(msec)

TE 

 

(msec) 

Flip 

Angle 

(deg) 

1 Siemens 1.5 256x256x200   0.80†  25.00 4.60   30‡ 

2 GE 3.0 256x256x124 1.20 9.00 2.00 15 

3 Siemens 3.0 240x256x176 0.90 2250* 3.96   9 

4 Siemens 3.0 128x256x256 1.33 6.00 2.90   8 

5 Siemens 3.0 256x256x160 1.00 1600^ 3.37 15 

6 Philips 3.0 256x256x100 1.00 9.88 4.59 8 

† 0.8 mm gap; ‡ 5 of 66 cases had TR= 30 and Flip Angle=35; Note that the long TRs for Sites 3 and 5 were due to the use of  inversion 248 

recovery. * inversion time = 900; ^ inversion time = 640 249 

 250 

 251 

 252 

 253 

 254 

 255 

 256 

 257 

 258 

 259 

 260 

 261 
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and smoothed images were used to 1) obtain average gray matter volume from within the meta-262 

analysis ROI and 2) perform exploratory voxel-based gray matter analyses. In summary, these 263 

methods were chosen to be consistent with commonly used voxel-based morphometry protocols 264 

(Kurth et al., 2015). 265 

The meta-analysis results were transformed from MNI coordinate space into the study-266 

specific space of the DARTEL template using the default non-linear normalization procedure in 267 

SPM. Specifically, the SPM a priori gray matter image was normalized to the DARTEL gray 268 

matter template and the normalization parameters were then applied to the SDM meta-analysis 269 

results image.  MRICRon (http://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricron) was then used 270 

to define the space of each SDM cluster or ROI in order to collect each case’s average smoothed 271 

gray matter volume from within each ROI using MarsBaR (Brett et al., 2002). These meta-272 

analysis and image processing steps generated 3 gray matter volume ROI variables that were 273 

correlated with the 4 behavioral measures and reading groups after controlling for age, age-274 

squared, gender, site, and total gray matter volume. The estimate of total gray matter volume was 275 

derived by summing the gray matter probability values from each participant’s native space 276 

segmented gray matter image.  277 

Different scanners and acquisition protocols can differentially affect the gray to white 278 

matter contrast in T1-weighted images and can therefore affect image processing and voxel-279 

based results.  We controlled for differences in T1-weighted contrast across research sites by 280 

using research site dummy variables in the analyses described below (Walhovd et al., 2011). 281 

These dummy variables together accounted for 95 % of the variance for the gray to white matter 282 

ratio (GWR) that was collected from the denoised and bias field corrected T1-weighted images. 283 

The GWR measure was obtained by normalizing the original images into the coordinate space of 284 

the study-specific template using the DARTEL normalization parameters, using MarsBaR to 285 
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collect and average the gray or white matter values from across regions that had at least 50 % 286 

gray or white matter probabilities, and then dividing these two values. We chose to use a dummy 287 

variable to represent each site in the statistical analyses described below rather than the GWR 288 

measure because the dummy variables could also capture additional potential differences 289 

between the sites that were not observable (e.g., recruitment strategies).   290 

Statistical Analyses 291 

Missingness. Multiple imputation (Parker and Schenker, 2007; Rubin, 1996; Vaden et al., 292 

2012) was used to deal with behavioral data missingness within and across sites (% Missingness 293 

across the multi-site sample: Word Attack, 1 %; Word Identification, 1 %; Passage 294 

Comprehension, 14 %; Verbal Comprehension, 25 %). It is important to deal with missingness 295 

rather than use an available case analysis (only cases with data for all variables) because 296 

complete case analysis can produce biased results (Rubin, 1996). Specifically, available case 297 

analysis produces false negative results (e.g., simulation results shown in Figure 5 in Vaden et 298 

al., 2012). 299 

Multiple imputation was developed for dealing with missing data that are conditional on 300 

the observed data or missing at random [MAR; (Little and Rubin, 2002)].  While it is difficult to 301 

prove MAR, predictors of missingness from the observed data can provide support for the 302 

assumption of MAR in the use of multiple imputation with the additional assumption that 303 

missingness does not depend on unobserved data. We identified multiple predictors of 304 

missingness in our data. For example, children with higher Passage Comprehension scores were 305 

more likely to have missing Verbal Comprehension data (r = 0.23, p = 0.0003) and children with 306 

higher Word Identification, Word Attack, and Verbal Comprehension were more likely to have 307 

missing Passage Comprehension scores (r = 0.17, p = 0.004; r = 0.14, p < 0.043; r = 0.14, p = 308 

0.043, respectively). Given these associations, we also reasoned that Verbal Comprehension and 309 
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Passage Comprehension missingness were not due to an intellectual or physical inability to 310 

perform the Verbal Comprehension tests [a condition for missing not at random (MNAR)] 311 

because the children were able to perform the reading-related tests. Therefore, missingness 312 

appeared to be MAR rather than MNAR and appropriately addressed using multiple imputation 313 

(Rubin, 1996).  314 

Strong predictors of the observed data were also identified and used to inform the 315 

multiple imputation. For example, 78 % of the variance in the observed Passage Comprehension 316 

and 50 % of the variance in the observed Verbal Comprehension data were explained by 317 

variables in the multiple imputation model listed below. Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) 318 

imputation (Schafer, 1997) with predictive mean matching was performed with SPSS (v22) 319 

using variables that: 1) explained variance in the observed data for the variables with 320 

missingness; 2) were used in planned analyses; and 3) were used in potential control analyses to 321 

ensure the validity of pooled results from 10 multiply imputed datasets (Rahgunathan et al., 322 

2001).  Pooling of results from the 10 imputed datasets was performed using the standard 323 

principle of combining point and variance estimates from imputed data (Little and Rubin 2002). 324 

The point estimates are averages of the 10 point estimates from analysis of each imputed data set 325 

while the variance estimates account for both within and between imputation variability. Finally, 326 

the multiple imputation model included the 4 behavioral measures described above, dummy 327 

variables for site, age [and a quadratic age (age2) variable because of non-linear age-related 328 

changes in regional gray matter volume], reading disability group, gender, a gender by reading 329 

disability interaction, and total gray matter volume.  330 

Sample heterogeneity - Discriminant Function Analysis. Retrospective multi-site samples 331 

are likely to include groups of heterogeneous cases because of differences in sampling across 332 

sites and / or definitions of reading disability, as described in the Introduction. For each multiply 333 
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imputed dataset, discriminant function analysis was performed using the Word Attack, Word 334 

Identification, and Passage Comprehension scores to identify cases that were not consistently 335 

classified as reading disability or control cases. The correctly classified cases were used for 336 

comparing the gray matter measures between the reading groups.  337 

Control for OWL LD. Ideally, measures of expressive and receptive language would be 338 

used to control for OWL LD (or Specific Language Impairment), but these data were not 339 

available for this retrospective dataset.  We considered other defining features of OWL LD to 340 

identify and exclude these cases from the gray matter comparisons between reading disability 341 

groups.  Specifically, we used measures of Verbal Comprehension and total gray matter volume 342 

to identify possible OWL LD cases based on evidence of significantly lower Verbal 343 

Comprehension (e.g., Girbau-Massana et al., 2014; Silliman and Berninger, 2011; Snowling et 344 

al., 2000) and total gray matter volume in OWL LD cases compared to controls (Girbau-Massana 345 

et al., 2014; Leonard et al., 2002). The rationale for using these variables to identify potential 346 

cases of OWL LD is further supported by evidence that children with reading disability and 347 

lower receptive language performance are more likely to have significantly lower left and right 348 

cerebral hemisphere volumes compared to children with reading disability with higher receptive 349 

language function (Kibby et al., 2009).  350 

A brain size effect on Verbal Comprehension in children with OWL LD appears to be 351 

present early in life (Whitehouse et al., 2012), but we considered the possibility that some 352 

children can exhibit low brain volume and have relatively normal oral and written language 353 

skills. We also considered evidence that poor reading skills can lead to lower Verbal 354 

Comprehension in older children who must read to learn (Ramsden, et al., 2012). Thus, children 355 

classified as OWL LD in the current study had to have low values for both Verbal 356 

Comprehension and total gray matter volume.  357 
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The classification of children with OWL LD was based on the mean group differences 358 

reported in the OWL LD literature.  In particular, children with OWL LD exhibit Verbal 359 

Comprehension scores ~ 1 sd below the mean of the population (~ the 16th percentile; Girbau-360 

Massana et al., 2014; Silliman and Berninger, 2011; Snowling et al., 2000) and brain volume 361 

measures ~.67 sd below the mean of control cases (~ the 25th percentile of the sample; Girbau-362 

Massana et al., 2014; Leonard et al., 2002). Thus, cases below the 16th percentile in Verbal 363 

Comprehension and below the 25th percentile in total gray matter volume for the sample were 364 

classified as having possible OWL LD (n = 10) and excluded from group comparisons in control 365 

analyses.  We used 25th, 30th, and 37th percentile thresholds for both variables to determine the 366 

extent to which the ROI results were affected by excluding cases for these more liberal 367 

thresholds for defining OWL LD (n = 12, 15, and 21 respectively).  While this approach may not 368 

have identified every case with OWL LD, it helped to characterize the extent to which group 369 

differences in the gray matter data could be attributed to oral and written language problems 370 

when these cases were removed from the group comparisons.    371 

ROI gray matter comparisons. The three ROI gray matter variables identified from the 372 

meta-analysis were first correlated with the behavioral data to determine the extent to which they 373 

exhibited significant associations across the multi-site sample (n = 293). For example, we 374 

examined the extent to which the average gray matter volume in a left superior temporal sulcus 375 

region from the meta-analysis was significantly predictive of Passage Comprehension scores. 376 

Thus, we used a dimensional approach to examine the extent to which the broad range of reading 377 

scores related to the ROI measures across the entire dataset before and after accounting for 378 

reading group.  As described above, the ROI gray matter volumes were also compared between 379 

reading groups to determine the extent to which ROI gray matter group differences from the 380 

meta-analysis results were also observed in the multi-site data. These group comparisons did not 381 
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assume homogeneity of variance as increased variance was observed in the reading disability 382 

group compared to control group. This analysis included only cases identified as control or 383 

reading disabled in the discriminant function analysis. This typical group difference design 384 

therefore included relatively more homogenous reading groups that were clearly distinct in their 385 

reading skills.  Bonferroni correction was used to control for multiple comparisons for 386 

correlation and group difference analyses.  387 

Voxel-based gray matter group differences. Voxel-based morphometry was performed to 388 

determine the extent to which there were reading disability group differences in gray matter 389 

volume across brain regions that were not represented by the meta-analysis ROI. The reading 390 

groups identified with the discriminant function analysis were used for this analysis.  391 

The Levene test for homogeneity of variance was first used to examine the extent to 392 

which there were reading disability group differences in gray matter variance that could impact 393 

the likelihood of observing group differences in gray matter means between the reading groups. 394 

Levene tests were performed for each gray matter voxel within a 20 % probability mask after 395 

importing the images in R (library ‘car’).  Standard deviation maps also are shown below to 396 

demonstrate regions of high variance before and after accounting for nuisance covariates. This 397 

analysis was designed to determine the extent to which increased anatomical variance occurred 398 

in brain regions that are inconsistently reported in gray matter studies of dyslexia and that might 399 

impact the likelihood of observing group differences.  400 

Reading disability group differences in voxel-based gray matter volume were examined 401 

while controlling for age (and the age2 variable), gender, and research site. The age2 variable was 402 

included to account for non-linear changes in gray matter that can occur during childhood (Wilke 403 

et al., 2007).  404 
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The default settings for group comparisons in SPM assume non-homogeneity of variance 405 

and thus the group comparisons were appropriate for gray matter regions exhibiting group 406 

differences in gray matter variance. All analyses were limited to voxels with at least a 20 % 407 

probability of gray matter across cases based on the DARTEL study-specific gray matter 408 

template. Voxel-based results from the 10 imputed datasets were pooled, as described in the 409 

multiple imputation section, to obtain group results. Statistical significance for these more 410 

exploratory analyses was defined with a family wise error corrected p < 0.05 peak voxel 411 

threshold. We did explore the possibility of gender effects using a gender by reading disability 412 

interaction term based on gender findings in dyslexia gray matter studies (Evans et al., 2014; 413 

Altarelli et al., 2013, 2014), but these results were not significant and are not described further. 414 

 415 

Results 416 

Meta-Analysis of Reading Disability Gray Matter Studies 417 

 Figure 1 presents the varied spatial locations of gray matter group differences across the 418 

11 studies included in the meta-analysis. Significantly lower gray matter volume in reading 419 

disability compared to control cases was observed in left orbitofrontal cortex / pars orbitalis of 420 

the inferior frontal gyrus / (MNI: -38, 36, -14; Z = 2.49), left posterior superior temporal sulcus / 421 

middle temporal gyrus (MNI: -56, -56, 8; Z = 2.74), and right cerebellar hemisphere (MNI: 24, -422 

68, -42; Z = 2.36) regions across studies. There were no regions exhibiting significantly greater 423 

gray matter volume in the reading disability compared to controls across studies.  There were too 424 

few studies to obtain reliable associations between varied methods or sampling approaches 425 

across studies (e.g., gender ratio) and the varied locations of reported effects. 426 

 427 

 428 
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Associations between ROI Gray Matter and Behavior 429 

 There was a wide range of reading skills among the reading disability and control cases, 430 

as demonstrated in Table 2, which motivated a dimensional data analysis approach. Table 4 431 

shows the left orbitofrontal, left posterior superior temporal sulcus, and right cerebellar 432 

hemisphere ROI exhibited significant associations with Passage Comprehension (r = 0.17 to r = 433 

0.20) and survived Bonferroni correction for 12 comparisons (p = 0.004 to p = 0.0006) after 434 

controlling for gender, age, age2, and research site. These Passage Comprehension results were 435 

nearly identical when excluding cases with multiply imputed Passage Comprehension data (e.g., 436 

left superior temporal sulcus * Passage Comprehension: r = .20, p = 0.001). These associations 437 

were diminished when controlling for reading group (Passage Comprehension by left 438 

orbitofrontal cortex, partial r = 0.14, p = 0.019, by left superior temporal sulcus, partial r = 0.11, 439 

p = 0.054, and right cerebellar hemisphere, partial r = 0.13, p < 0.028).  The inclusion of reading 440 

disability cases with relatively high Passage Comprehension scores for their group explained 441 

why these structure-function associations were not completely explained by reading group.   442 

 443 

 444 

 445 

 446 

 447 

 448 

 449 

 450 

 451 
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Table 4. Pearson correlations between gray matter regions from the meta-analysis and 452 

behavioral measures across all 293 cases. 453 

 Word 

Attack 

Word 

Identification 

Passage 

Comprehension 

Verbal 

Comprehension 

Left Orbitofrontal Cortex (res)    .17** .17**   .20*** .11 

Confidence Intervals .05-.29 .05-.28 .07-.32 .01-.21 

Left Superior Temporal Sulcus (res) .16* .17** .19** .10 

Confidence Intervals .03-.27 .06-.28 .08-.30 .00-.21 

Right Cerebellar Hemisphere (res) .15*        .11 .17**    .16** 

Confidence Intervals .02-.27 -.01-.24 .04-.29 .05-.27 

Total Gray Matter (resid)    .20*** .19***  .23***      .21*** 

Confidence Intervals .07-.32 .06-.31 .11-.34 .10-.32 

* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001; shaded cells indicate correlations that survive Bonferroni 454 

correction for the number of ROI and behavior correlations (0.05 / 12, p < 0.004); (resid) gray 455 

matter volume residualized for site, gender, age, and age2. 456 

 457 

 458 

 459 

 460 

 461 

 462 

 463 

 464 

 465 
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Reading Group ROI Gray Matter Differences  466 

 Again, discriminant function analysis was used to establish behaviorally distinct reading 467 

groups using the Passage Comprehension, Word Identification, Word Attack, and Verbal 468 

Comprehension scores for the group comparisons.  An average of 7.06 % reading disability cases 469 

(n = 11.6) were incorrectly classified as controls. An average of 17.36 % control cases (n = 22.4) 470 

were incorrectly classified as reading disabled across the 10 imputed datasets. This analysis 471 

yielded 150 reading disability and 105 control cases for the gray matter comparisons that 472 

exhibited significant group differences (all p < 0.001) in Word Attack, Word Identification, 473 

Passage Comprehension, and Verbal Comprehension (Table 2). 474 

 The control group exhibited significantly more gray matter volume than the reading 475 

disability group for the left orbitofrontal (t(246.9)  = 2.70, p = 0.007; Cohen’s d = 0.34) and left 476 

superior temporal sulcus (t(248.8) = 2.86, p = 0.005; Cohen’s d = 0.37) ROI after Bonferroni 477 

correction for 3 comparisons (p < 0.017; Figure 2), but not for the right cerebellar hemisphere 478 

ROI (t(242.2) = 1.79, p = 0.075; Cohen’s d = 0.24).  These comparisons were performed without 479 

assuming equal variances because there was increased variance in the reading disability group 480 

compared to the control group for these three variables (Levene test: p = 0.071, p = 0.017, p = 481 

0.063, for each region respectively).  482 

We then examined the extent to which children with evidence of OWL LD accounted for 483 

the reading disability group differences in OFC and STS gray matter volume.  Table 5 shows a 484 

small change in Cohen’s d effect size for the ROI group differences with the exclusion of 485 

potential OWL LD cases.  Moreover, there was relatively limited impact of more liberal 486 

classification criteria for OWL LD despite the decreasing sample size (Table 5).  These results 487 

show that the OFC and STS group differences required a large sample size given the small effect 488 
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sizes.  These results also suggest that OWL LD cases can contribute to group differences for 489 

these gray matter measures rather than obscure or drive the group differences. 490 

Finally and most importantly, an ANCOVA demonstrated that there were no significant 491 

reading disability group differences in OFC and STS gray matter volume when controlling for 492 

total gray matter volume (OFC group F(1,254) = 0.83, ns; STS group F(1,254) = 0.16, ns). This result 493 

was consistent with the significant difference in total gray matter volume between reading 494 

groups (F(1,254) = 10.41, p = 0.001; Cohen’s d = 0.43). Thus, the reading group differences in 495 

OFC and STS gray matter volume were due to cases with low total gray matter volumes 496 

irrespective of cases that also had low Verbal Comprehension.  497 

 498 

 499 

 500 

 501 

 502 

 503 

 504 

 505 

 506 

 507 

 508 

 509 

 510 

 511 

 512 
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Table 5. Cohen’s d effect sizes for the reading disability group comparisons with and 513 

without cases exhibiting evidence of OWL LD based on combined Verbal Comprehension 514 

and total gray matter volume values that were below the combined percentile cutoffs. 515 

 
Left OFC Left STS Right CrbH 

No Cases Removed (N=255) 0.34 0.37 0.24 

Cases < 15th/25th Percentile Removed (N=245) 0.31 0.33 0.18 

Cases < 25th Percentile Removed (N=243) 0.28 0.29 0.16 

Cases < 30th Percentile Removed (N=240) 0.28 0.26 0.15 

Cases < 37th Percentile Removed (N=234) 0.28 0.27 0.12 

The 15th/25th percentile thresholds for classification of OWL LD were used for Verbal 516 

Comprehension and total gray matter volume, respectively. These thresholds were chosen based 517 

on the size of group differences reported in the literature for those variables. Otherwise, the same 518 

percentile threshold was used for both variables.  The Cohen’s d values were calculated based on 519 

the mean and standard deviation of the ROI gray matter volumes for each reading disability 520 

group.   521 

 522 

 523 

 524 

 525 

 526 

 527 

 528 

 529 

 530 
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Voxel-based Gray Matter Comparisons 531 

 Voxel-wise Levene tests of the homogeneity of variance indicated significantly greater 532 

variance in the reading disability group compared to the control group, before and after 533 

accounting for total gray matter volume. This increased variance in the reading disability group 534 

includes superior temporal, supramarginal, inferotemporal, occipital, and cerebellar regions that 535 

have been implicated in dyslexia.  Figure 3 shows these variance effects and demonstrates 536 

relatively more pronounced gray matter variance in the reading disability group compared to the 537 

control group. This increased variance is important when considering the magnitude of the group 538 

differences in voxel-based gray matter described below.    539 

Exploratory voxel-based comparisons demonstrated widespread lower gray matter 540 

volume estimates in reading disabled compared to control cases for an uncorrected p < 0.001 541 

threshold when gender, age, age2, and research site. Figure 4 shows that these results overlap the 542 

space of the left orbitofrontal and superior temporal sulcus meta-analysis ROI. There were no 543 

results that survived family-wise error correction despite the relatively large sample size. In 544 

addition, removing cases with evidence of OWL LD (< 16th percentile Verbal Comprehension 545 

and < 25th percentile total gray matter volume) did not uncover any new results that had been 546 

obscured by the OWL LD cases.  Finally, there were no voxel-based group differences at the p < 547 

0.001 uncorrected threshold when the total gray matter volume variable was included in the 548 

model. These results are consistent with Table 4 and Table 5 results that demonstrate a strong 549 

influence of total gray matter volume on the multi-site results. 550 

 551 

 552 

 553 

 554 
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              Discussion 555 

Reading disability and poor cloze reading comprehension occurs with low gray matter 556 

volume in left orbitofrontal gyrus / pars orbitalis and left posterior superior temporal sulcus / 557 

middle temporal gyrus regions compared to typical readers based on a meta-analysis of the 558 

extant voxel-based reading disability literature and direct analysis of multi-site data. These 559 

effects were present despite reading disability group differences in gray matter variance. These 560 

effects also were present when controlling for research site, age, and gender, but do require large 561 

sample sizes and children with reading disability who have relatively low total gray matter 562 

volume. These total gray matter volume dependent results appear to reflect a primary source of 563 

reading difficulty that rises above other sources of atypical development among children with a 564 

complex disorder that can have multiple etiologies. 565 

Varied Behavioral Profiles and Sampling 566 

Reading disability samples are often collected with varied sampling approaches that can 567 

yield samples with quite different behavioral profiles and therefore impact study results. For 568 

example, Eicher et al. (2014) observed relatively consistent genetic effects of DYX2 569 

(KIAA0319) alleles on reading, language, and IQ measures, but the strength and pattern of 570 

associations varied across 4 samples. This sampling and behavioral heterogeneity issue could 571 

explain why so many different structural findings have been reported with limited replication 572 

(Figure 1). The research site differences in real word reading among children with reading 573 

disability in the current study further supports the premise that children with quite different 574 

reading profiles are included in neuroimaging studies of dyslexia. 575 

The current study included a discriminant function analysis of the behavioral data to 576 

select cases for control and reading disability groups that were clearly different in their reading 577 

skill abilities (Table 2). Despite these attempts to control for heterogeneity, the reading disability 578 
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group was still composed of cases with quite varied behavioral (Table 2) and anatomical (Figure 579 

3) profiles. Nonetheless, reading disability group differences in left orbitofrontal and left 580 

posterior superior temporal sulcus gray matter volume were observed.  These findings appear to 581 

be relatively robust in comparison to findings implicating other brain regions in reading 582 

disability. Moreover, the results are consistent with genetic evidence that KIAA0319 alleles 583 

confer risk for impaired reading and language functions across different samples (Eicher et al., 584 

2014).   585 

Potential Genetic Explanations for the Gray Matter Findings  586 

Left Orbitofrontal / Pars Opercularis Finding. The KIAA0319 minor risk allele for SNP 587 

rs9461045 has been associated with cortical thickness in left orbitofrontal cortex across a 588 

normative sample of 322 subjects that ranged in age from 3 to 22 years of age (Eicher et al., 589 

2015). This result is consistent with the meta-analysis and direct data analysis findings from the 590 

current study that people with reading disability have lower left orbitofrontal gray matter 591 

volume. In addition, KIAA0319 SNP polymorphisms (rs2038136 and rs2038137) have been 592 

linked to the functional coherence of an orbitofrontal / pars orbitalis / inferior frontal sulcus and 593 

parietal network (Jamadar et al., 2013). Together, these results suggest a direct link between 594 

atypical development of orbitofrontal / pars orbitalis function and structure that limits reading 595 

development. 596 

There is a possibility that despite these genetic associations, the orbitofrontal findings are 597 

indirectly related to reading disability. The findings described here could be explained, at least in 598 

part, by co-morbid attention deficit (Sexton et al., 2012) and / or the social emotional 599 

consequences of having a reading disability (Snowling, Muter, and Carroll, 2007; Martinez and 600 

Semrud-Clikeman, 2004) on orbitofrontal cortex (Fernandez-Jaen et al., 2014; van't Ent et al., 601 

2007). In addition, externalizing behaviors impact the likelihood that teachers refer children with 602 
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learning disabilities for special education services (Lloyd et al., 1991) and externalizing 603 

behaviors occur with relatively lower cortical thickness in left orbitofrontal cortex (Ameis et al., 604 

2014). Early childhood studies may help to differentiate these potential direct and / or indirect 605 

effects on orbitofrontal development.   606 

Left Posterior Superior Temporal Sulcus Finding. The gray matter reading disability 607 

group differences in the left posterior superior temporal sulcus are consistent with the premise 608 

that reading disability occurs in children with atypical development of posterior temporal regions 609 

(Gabrieli, 2009) that support phonological processing (Price, 2012). Moreover, the posterior 610 

superior temporal sulcus is a target for arcuate fasciculus projections where a DCDC2 allele 611 

(rs793842), which confers risk for dyslexia (Meng et al., 2005), occurs with lower temporo-612 

parietal white matter volume within a fiber distribution that appears to terminate in the posterior 613 

superior temporal sulcus (Figure 3C in Darki et al., 2012). Atypical white matter and the DCDC2 614 

risk allele have also been observed in cases with low left middle temporal gyrus cortical 615 

thickness (rs793842; Darki et al., 2014).  Together, these findings suggest that DCDC2 risk 616 

alleles contributed to the superior temporal sulcus findings in the current study.   617 

Additive Multigenic Variation. The left posterior superior temporal sulcus and 618 

orbitofrontal effects both appeared to be dependent on total brain volume in the current study. 619 

This observation is consistent with the location of ectopic neurons in orbitofrontal and superior 620 

temporal regions, as well as an apparent negative association between low brain weight and the 621 

frequency of ectopias in the small sample of post-mortem brains from reading disabled males, 622 

who were studied by Galaburda et al. (1985).  An additional spatial correspondence with the 623 

current results, as well as and the central sulcus region in Figure 4, is that these regions show 624 

pronounced rates of growth in gestation during a critical period of cortical folding (20-28 weeks; 625 

Rajagopalan et al., 2011) when the maximal number of cortical neurons is reached (de Courten-626 
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Myers et al., 1996).  Thus, it is reasonable to hypothesize that genes associated with dyslexia and 627 

migrational error in animal models, such as KIAA0319 (Platt et al., 2013) and DCDC2 (Meng et 628 

al., 2005), contribute to orbitofrontal and superior temporal sulcus findings in people with 629 

reading disability.    630 

The orbitofrontal / pars orbitalis and superior temporal sulcus results also are aligned 631 

with the diffusion imaging literature implicating arcuate fibers of the superior longitudinal 632 

fasciculus in dyslexia (Boets et al., 2013). Migrational errors in regions that are connected by the 633 

superior longitudinal fasciculus would be expected to produce atypical diffusional properties 634 

because fibers have lost their targets and / or the patterns of projection are less organized. In 635 

support of this premise, a KIAA0319 risk allele (rs6935076) has been associated with lower 636 

temporo-parietal white matter volume (Darki et al., 2014).  Moreover, spatial variance in the 637 

location of migrational errors that leads to atypical structure in a large tract could explain why 638 

diffusion imaging findings from dyslexia studies have been relatively more consistent than gray 639 

matter findings.  640 

The KIAA0319 and DCDC2 findings described above suggest that together these genes 641 

impact the development of orbitofrontal and superior temporal regions and may have additive 642 

effects. Interestingly, reading skills appear to be particularly impaired when KIAA0319 and 643 

DCDC2 risk haplotypes are both observed (Powers et al., 2013).  This observation is generally 644 

consistent with the observation from the current study that cases with the poorest Passage 645 

Comprehension scores had relatively low gray matter volumes.  Given the relatively low 646 

frequency of people having both KIAA0319 and DCDC2 risk haplotypes (see 647 

www.deeveybee.blogspot.org, June 2013), a small number of cases with pronounced atypical 648 

development would likely to contribute to reading group gray matter differences.  This 649 

observation is consistent with the increased variance in the reading disability sample that 650 
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appeared to be dependent, in part, on low total gray matter volume in a subset of reading 651 

disability cases. Moreover, this would suggest that widespread and pronounced migrational 652 

errors are necessary to observe gross morphological effects that are spatially specific using 653 

normalized space voxel-based approaches and that rise above a statistical threshold in 654 

anatomically heterogeneous samples.  655 

Inconsistencies in the Meta-Analysis and Direct Analysis Results 656 

The left superior temporal sulcus and left orbitofrontal cortex results were spatially 657 

overlapping across the meta-analysis and direct data analysis results. While there was a trend for 658 

group differences in right cerebellar hemisphere gray matter volume, the direct data analyses did 659 

not strongly replicate cerebellar findings from dyslexia studies that have been reported with 660 

relative consistency (Stoodley, 2014; Pernet et al., 2009) and that are demonstrated by the meta-661 

analysis results (Figure 1). One explanation for these results is the increased gray matter variance 662 

across cerebellar regions in the reading disability compared to control group (Figures 2, 3). This 663 

variance result replicates an observation that cerebellar gray matter measures are more extreme 664 

in dyslexic compared to control cases (Pernet et al., 2009) and suggests that anatomical variance 665 

impacts the likelihood of observing cerebellar effects in reading disability studies.  666 

Increased gray matter variance in the reading disability group compared to control group 667 

was observed not only in the cerebellum but also across the brain. Left and right inferotemporal 668 

regions exhibited increased variance in the reading disability group, even after controlling for the 669 

impact of total gray matter on these group differences (Figure 3).  This is an important 670 

observation because reports of inferotemporal gray matter differences (see Linkersdörfer et al., 671 

2012) could be inconsistent because of increased anatomical variance in reading disability 672 

samples.  We did observe reading disability group differences in inferotemporal cortex (p < 673 

0.001, uncorrected) before controlling for total gray matter volume, which suggests that 674 
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inferotemporal group differences are at least partially dependent on the inclusion of cases with 675 

low total gray matter volume. 676 

The variance results suggest the possibility that anatomical variance is a defining feature 677 

of reading disability because of dysregulated cortical patterning or varied location of migrational 678 

errors. Perhaps more simply, the variance findings may reflect the etiological heterogeneity of 679 

reading disability. For example, Männel et al., (2015) have reported that children with dyslexia 680 

who have a dyslexia risk allele in the TNFRSF1B gene also have lower verbal working memory 681 

and higher left posterior STS gray matter volume.  The risk allele(s) that some children with 682 

dyslexia carry therefore appears to differentially impact that amount of STS gray matter volume 683 

and would lead to increased anatomical variance.  684 

Differential genetic effects on gray matter volume (e.g., DCDC2 vs. TNFRSF1B) would 685 

reduce replication across dyslexia studies, perhaps as demonstrated by the varied spatial 686 

locations of reported effects in Figure 1. This possibility is important when considering results 687 

from the meta-analysis localizer approach that was used in this study. For example, 688 

Linkersdörfer et al., (2012) reported meta-analysis results that dyslexia cases were more likely to 689 

have lower right SMG gray matter compared to controls.  We also observed this effect when 690 

studies from 2 of the contributing sites for this project were included in the meta-analysis.  This 691 

right SMG result (and an inferotemporal result discussed above) were no longer present when 692 

excluding these 2 studies to ensure that the direct data analysis results were independent of the 693 

meta-analysis results. While the left STS, left OFC, and right cerebellar effects were insensitive 694 

to the inclusion or exclusion of these 2 studies, it is possible that there are other brain regions 695 

that are important for understanding reading disability and that were not included in our meta-696 

analysis results. This idea might be supported by the widespread voxel-based results showing in 697 
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Figure 4, but all of these effects (p < 0.001, uncorrected) were diminished after controlling for 698 

total gray matter volume.    699 

There were some regions where controls exhibited increased gray matter variance 700 

compared to the reading disability cases (e.g., left posterior end of the Sylvian fissure), but the 701 

vast majority of Levene test differences were driven by increased variance in the reading 702 

disability group. This observation is consistent with observations from Leonard et al., (2006) and 703 

Pernet et al., (2009) suggesting that we should focus on the anatomical variance in reading 704 

disability samples when considering etiology for a complex disorder and when thinking about 705 

identifying children who are at risk for reading disability. This variance perspective could be 706 

particularly important for studying cases with dyslexia who have migrational errors that may not 707 

always fall in the same voxels across brain images (see the varied spatial position of ectopias and 708 

dysplasias in Figures 1, 4, 5, 6 from Galaburda et al., 1985).  709 

Conclusions 710 

 There is consistent, but modestly lower gray matter volume in left orbitofrontal cortex / 711 

pars orbitalis and left posterior superior temporal sulcus / middle temporal gyrus regions in 712 

people with reading disability based on meta-analysis and direct data analysis of multi-site data. 713 

These findings are further supported by evidence of reduced cortical thickness across these same 714 

regions in children with dyslexia (Clark et al., 2014), but would not have been reported in this 715 

study given the uncorrected p < 0.001 effects for the direct data multi-site analysis or if total gray 716 

matter volume was controlled (e.g., Jednoróg et al., 2015) without the meta-analysis results to 717 

support these effects. The local gray matter volume findings reported here appear to be 718 

dependent on total gray matter volume effects that increased the anatomical variance among 719 

children with reading disability. These total brain volume and variance results are perhaps 720 

observed because of widespread migrational errors that are concentrated in perisylvian regions 721 
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(Galaburda et al., 1985) and / or because of atypical arcuate fasciculus development (Boets et al., 722 

2013; Wandell and Yeatman, 2013). Together, the results suggest that the brain volume effects 723 

associated with the left superior temporal sulcus and orbitofrontal gyrus development have the 724 

potential to isolate primary etiologies for reading disability that we predict include effects related 725 

to KIAA0319 and DCDC2 risk alleles. 726 
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Figure Captions 1003 

Figure 1. Meta-analysis Results. Widespread reading disability group differences in gray 1004 

matter volume reported across 11 voxel-based studies of reading disability are displayed on the 1005 

MNI T1 image (top). Signed Differential Mapping (SDM) meta-analysis results demonstrated 1006 

relatively consistent effects within left superior temporal sulcus, left orbitofrontal cortex, and 1007 

right cerebellar hemisphere (bottom; red, p < 0.005, yellow p < 0.001, uncorrected). Jednoróg et 1008 

al., (2015) was not included in the meta-analysis and did not observe cortical effects for p < 1009 

0.001 peak and p < 0.05 cluster extent thresholds. The yellow clusters were normalized into the 1010 

study-specific DARTEL space of the multi-site data to extract average gray matter volume 1011 

estimates for the dimensional and group difference analyses.  1012 

 1013 

Figure 2. Reading disability group differences in Gray Matter within Meta-analysis ROI (n 1014 

= 255). Significantly lower gray matter volume [adjusted for age, age2, gender, and site (resid)] 1015 

was observed in reading disability cases compared to controls within left orbitofrontal cortex 1016 

(OFC; including pars orbitalis), and left superior temporal sulcus (STS). There were not 1017 

significant reading disability group differences in right cerebellar hemisphere (CrbH) ROI gray 1018 

matter volume, perhaps because of the increased gray matter volume variance in the reading 1019 

disability group. These lower regional gray matter volumes were significantly correlated with 1020 

group differences in total gray matter volume. 1021 

 1022 

Figure 3. Gray matter variance in control and reading disability groups.  A. Representative 1023 

sections shows standard deviations across voxels for the smoothed gray matter images 1024 

(Residualized Smoothed GM: after removing variance for gender, age, and research site; 1025 

Corrected for Total GM: after removing variance for gender, age, research site and total gray 1026 
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matter volume). B. A voxel-wise Levene test demonstrated brain regions where there were 1027 

reading disability group differences in gray matter variance [red: reading disability (RD) > 1028 

control (CTL); blue: CTL>RD]. 1029 

 1030 

Figure 4. Multi-site and Meta-analysis Results. The multi-site voxel-based reading group 1031 

comparison results (cyan) are presented with the meta-analysis results (yellow) from voxel-based 1032 

dyslexia studies on the study specific DARTEL gray matter template (all clusters p < 0.001, 1033 

uncorrected). The multi-site group comparison included covariates for age, age2, gender, and 1034 

research site. The left hemisphere overlap of results (red) from each analysis falls within the left 1035 

posterior superior temporal sulcus and left orbitofrontal cortex.  All cyan clusters were no longer 1036 

present using the p < 0.001 uncorrected threshold when total gray matter volume was included as 1037 

a covariate. 1038 
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